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Traditionally, corneal surfaces are modelled as a conic
Justification
Irregular surfaces ?
Optical path length d, from front (f
1
) up to back (f
2
) corneal 
surface, solving exact ray tracing 
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where                      is the refracted ray vector( ), ,x y zk k k k=
Justification
 Videokeratometers and Scheimpflug cameras permit 
accurate estimation of both corneal surfaces
 Back corneal surface influence in corneal wavefront
[Mas et al. Ophthal. Physiol. Opt., in  press]
 Accurate analysis of corneal surfaces is of special interest 
in irregular corneas (i. e. keratoconus)
Objective
 We propose a local fitting over corneal height data (first 
and second surface) for an accurate evaluation of the 
complete corneal wavefront
Outline
Global and local surface fit using Zernike polynomials 
decomposition
Root mean square deviation (RMSD)
f
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 Keratoconus from Pentacam
Conclusions
Height data analysis of surfaces.
 Sphere
 Irregular surface




R = 6.5 mm Diameter = 4 mm
Results: Sphere
Global: difference with 115 Zernike polynomials
Local mask 20 px: difference 
with 62 Zernike polynomials
Local mask10 px: difference 
with 34 Zernike polynomials
Irregular surface. Sphere + Franke’s function
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Results: sphere + Franke. RMSD
Diameter = 4 mm
Global: difference with 120 Zernike polynomials
Local mask 20 px: difference 
with 96 Zernike polynomials
Local mask 10 px: difference 
with 43 Zernike polynomials
Results: sphere + franke
Results: Real Keratoconus
Keratoconus height data - sphere
Results: Real Keratoconus. RMSD
Diameter = 4 mm
Results: Real Keratoconus
Global: difference with 178 Zernike polynomials
Local mask 20 px: difference 
with 196 Zernike polynomials
Local mask 10 px: difference 
with 217 Zernike polynomials
Conclusions
 Local evaluation of corneal surfaces produces accurate 
results and allows the analysis of  wavefront aberrations of 
irregular corneas. It produces better results than global fit 
for low order Zernike polynomials
 It seems to exist a limit in the coefficients of polynomial 
decomposition
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